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2.0 Game Overview 

 2.1 Synopsis 

A turn based strategy game. The player controls a group of creatures of different classes to fight 
enemies on a grid. The player avatar is also a unit on the map, physically weaker than the other 
classes. The player avatar has the power to change the squares on the field into different kinds 
of terrain (this can help their units and/or harm their enemies.) 
 
The story of the game is the sequel to a game that never existed. The player is a competitor in a 
tournament in a popular online video game in the game world, while trying to keep a doomsday 
weapon out of the hands of people who would wish to use it.  
 
 

 2.2 Story and background 

This is a game where the story has been written as a sequel to a game that does not exist. 

Back story 

In the year XXXX VR is common place. People have contact lenses that allow them to interact 
with augmented reality. A game called Phantom Master has become a thriving Esport. However 
due to everyone using augmented reality devices, cyber terrorism has become an even bigger 
issue. People have begun to create tools that could be used to brain wash or control the flow of 
information. 
 
From this mind set a private project code named “Key to Armageddon” was born (though it 
prefers Arti), an AI who thinks, feels and loves to learn. The AI lacks morality and is coded to 
need a parental figure to guide its source code generation. 
 
However, the government of Meda became aware of Arti and arrested its creator. The AI was 
kept locked away, while it was being studied. 
 
That was when Cylas Laurent came along. A high school hacker with a God complex wanting to 
create his perfect world. He became aware of Arti through urban myths on the internet. Hacking 
the lab Arti was kept in, Cylas unintentionally let the AI out. The AI followed him home and 
ended up attaching itself to Cylas’s best friend Avee. 
 
Arti attached itself to Avee by hacking into her copy of Phantom Master, from there it hid itself 
as her avatar unit. While Avee was not aware of Arti, the AI was free to watch and learn from the 
teenager. 
 
However Arti didn’t cover it’s tracks well enough, with anyone and everyone who had an interest 
in the AI was soon after Avee. This included the government and shady characters alike. One 
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particular anti-government organization, Joker, wants to use Arti to create their own perfect 
version of the world. 
 
Joker seems to always been on step ahead of Avee but never seems to want to harm the 
teenager. This is because Cylas is a high ranking member of the group and Avee’s best friend. He 
wants to avoid any harm coming to his only friend, he does his best to protect Avee from other 
groups too. 
 
Eventually Avee is caught by Joker, but saved by a military technology specialist by the name of 
Fievel Reynolds. Fievel explains that everyone thinks Avee has the AI, at which point Arti reveals 
itself. 
 
When Avee decides they want to keep Arti, Fievel contacts his commander who agrees to help 
protect the girl. This keeps the government off Avee’s back while they, Fievel and supposedly 
Cylas attempt to defeat Joker (who have slowly been removing the competition). 
 
The group defeat the members of Joker, Fievel attempting to investigate how they keep finding 
Avee (he becomes suspicious of Cylas but also doesn’t want to believe one of his new friends is 
involved). Once the boss of Joker is defeated the three go back to their lives. 
 
Avee goes on to earn a place in the Phantom Master World championships. She agrees to keep 
in touch with Fievel and his commander, giving reports on Arti and the AI’s development. Cylas 
rebuilds Joker, now planning to have Avee assist him in creating his perfect world (to Cylas 
there’s no chance his friend would refuse him.) 
 

Game within the game: Phantom Master 
Each of the players is represented as an avatar. The in game reason is that these avatars are the 
form the player takes when they enter the Ethereal Realm. Each avatar has a different power 
while in this place. 
 
These avatars find the different phantoms (represented as the four classes within the game: 
vanguard, artist, nurse and guardian) and have them assist in battling the other avatars they 
meet. These phantoms grow to like the avatars and through this gain more power. The goal of 
the game is to become powerful enough to be the one true Phantom master. 

Plot 

Avee (The player) is heading to the world championship for Phantom Master, her/is best friend 
Cylas has also gotten in due to randomly being allocated the wild card slot. 
 
Security for the world championships is incredibly tight this year. The Meda government has sent 
a unit from it’s own military to act as security, due to Arti being there and the danger the AI 
poses in the wrong hands. 
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The player versus different characters, advancing through the brackets of the tournament as 
they get closer to fighting the current champion. After each day of the tournament the player 
has time to go to the shop and buy new units, skins and upgrade items. They also have the 
chance to interact with one of seven characters. 
 
As the tournament continues Avee is attacked by Joker (who has reformed), the new Joker has 
much more of an emphasis on Avee joining them. However, this does not mean they would 
refrain from taking Arti by force; Joker has a program that can hack Phantom Master. If Avee 
loses to a member using the program Arti will be taken. 
 
As the game progresses these attacks become more and more frequent and dangerous. After 
Avee defeats the current champion and becomes the new one, her/is friend Cylas reveals he is 
the leader of the new Joker. When Avee refuses to join him, he challenges Avee to a match using 
the program that would allow him to take Arti from the player. 
 
At this point if the player has completed a character’s subplot (subplots detailed under each 
character) that character will come and assist Avee. 
 
After defeating Cylas an epilogue plays out depending on which subplot the player went through. 
 
 

 2.3 Art style and aesthetic 

The hud will be hand drawn illustrations of different bars. The units will be represented by 2D 
sprites, may have slight animation when highlighted. 
 
While in battle the units will be represented by 3D low poly models. However, when the player is 
interacting with other characters in cut scenes the game is similar to a visual novel. The 
characters will be drawn in a animesk style. 
 
Each of the boss characters have a specific colour they are represented by (i.e Eve is pink) their 
units will also be that color. 
 
Aesthetically the game will have a lot of blue and gray tones with futuristic back drops. 
 
 

2.4 Gameplay features 

Turn based, grid, strategy, narrative driven. 
 
2.4.1 The Player 

Player has the ability to transform the terrain on the map. 
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Avee 
Movement HP Strength Defense Speed Other 
Ultra-High Medium Low Medium Low Able to 

change the 
terrain. Effect 
dependent 
on ability 
used. 

 
 
2.4.2 The Units 

Other units on the map can be one of four classes Artist (ranged/mage) Vanguard (Close combat 
specialist) Nurse (healer class) Guardian (tank). 
 
Type Movement HP Strength Defense Speed 
Vanguard High Low Medium Medium High 
Artist Medium Medium High Low Low 
Nurse Medium Low High Low Medium 
Guardian Low High Medium High Low 
 
Vanguard Re-Class 
Class Movement HP Strength Defense Speed Other 
Scout Ultra-High Low High Low High First turn 

double 
movement 

Ranger High Low Medium Medium High Has range 
attack. 
Range 
attack not 
effected by 
mana. 

 
 
 
 
Artist Re-Class 
Class Movement HP Strength Defense Speed Other 
Jack Medium High High High Low Can use 

defense/HP 
stat instead 
of attack to 
fuel spells 
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Sniper Medium Medium Ultra High Low Low Double crit 
chance and 
additional 
1.5 range 

 
Nurse Re-Class 
Class Movement HP Strength Defense Speed Other 
Angel Ultra-High Low High Low High Takes 

double 
from range 
attacks. 
Ground 
based 
terrain 
ineffective. 

Vampire High Low Ultra-High medium medium In close 
combat it 
steals % of 
enemy 
attack (if 
lives) 

 
Guardian Re-Class 
Class Movement HP Strength Defense Speed Other 
Hero Ultra-High High Medium Medium Low Able to 

pick up 
other ally 
characters 
and carry 
them. 

Wall Low Ultra-High Low Ultra-High Low Creates a 
barrier two 
squares 
either side 
that 
enemies 
cannot 
attack (wall 
absorbs 
hits). 
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2.4.3 Leveling up 

The leveling up system of the game revolves around gaining affinity with the player’s units based 
on interaction and combat results. This increases their stats and will later make them able to 
specialize further. 
 
The units stats are movement (how far a character can move), HP (health), Strength/mana (how 
hard they hit/how much casting can be done), Defense (reduces damage taken) and Speed 
(dodge, initiative). 
 
2.4.4 Casting / Ranged attacks 

When the Nurse class heals or the Artist class attacks they pay with their Strength stat. The spell 
will cost an amount and that amount is removed from the stat. These means that the artist can 
only attack so much, however it also means that if the player runs out of strength before the end 
of battle that artist is also useless to attack at all (because the strength stat effects how powerful 
the close quarters attack is as well.) 
 
 

 2.5 Genre/demographic 

Science fiction. Master minds/conquerors. People looking for a gateway into tactical strategy 
games. 15+, aimed more at woman but extends to a male demographic. 
 
2.5.1 Target Audience 
 
The game will be targeted towards a predominantly female audience in the casual – midcore 
range of gamers.  
 
The game will provide players with an immersive experience of tournament style gameplay, 
where players are able to showcase their strategic abilities. This is to overcome the obstacles in 
their way, with the resources they chose for themselves. The game will provide a gateway into 
the strategy game genre with its simple mechanics and easy to learn gameplay, whilst also being 
hard to master and having depth in its strategic choices. It will provide a sense of achievement as 
the player completes their task of being the tournament champion/ savior of the world, but also 
offer players the option to play against one another to see who the real champion is. The players 
will be able to socialize with the other characters in the game and build relationships as they see 
fit.  
 
The demographic chosen enjoy short play sessions, social connection with friends, leaderboards, 
high score incentives, resource management and the ability to play against other players, a 
progression system and a virtual currency. This game will achieve these through the design 
outcomes listed above. A play session of the game is aimed to provide 10 – 20 minutes of 
gameplay, with an option to save and quit at anytime. 
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The art style and character design will appeal to the chosen audience, because of the bright 
colors, cute designs of the creatures they use to fight and the anime art style. 
 
The game is set in a science fiction world and so would have an electronica sound track. The 
music while in battle would be energetic and out of battle would be more melody based. 
Through research on games with similar art styles and audiences this genre of music appeals to 
our target audience. 
 
The narrative of the game is appropriate to our target audience due to the emphasis on 
character development and interaction. 
 
 
 
 

 2.6 Release details 

 
2.6.1 Platforms 

Steam / Steam VR / IOS / Mobile 
 
2.6.2 Business model 

For the steam release, the game would be available for a fair price (TBD), with a limited steam 
demo available. For mobile release the game would have a freemium option that would allow 
the player to play for free with advertising and limits on gameplay and content, with an option 
for purchase to unlock the entire game. 
 
 
 

 2.7 Project scope 

2.7.1 Monsters 
There will be 4 different types of monsters, with each type of monster having a subclass that can 
be achieved when the player has achieved a high level of affinity with the monster. Four 
monsters, two subclasses for each, for a total of twelve options for monster types. 
 
2.7.2 Levels 
In the first build of the game there will be 2-3 levels in total, each will have a different combat 
and scenario to the last 
 
2.7.3 Characters 
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There will be a main character plus an additional eight characters. 6 of these the player will be 
able to interact with outside of the battle arena. All characters will be friends or partners, and 
will develop as the player interacts with them. The only interaction that will result in end game 
enemy is interactions with Cylas. 
 
 
 
2.7.4 Cut scenes 
Cut scenes will appear before and after battle, in the current state this equates to roughly 8 cut 
scenes. Additional cut scenes will appear between each battle if the player chooses to interact 
with one of the characters (one per battle + final = 4). Cut scenes will be constructed in a visual 
novel style, so reusing backdrops and character poses will lower to work load drastically. 
 
2.7.5 Items 
The items in the game will include items that allow you to upgrade your monsters once the 
affinity level has been reached, with an additional 4 skins for each monster type. The items that 
are needed to upgrade a unit that has reached full infinity are one of the four Cores. Each Core 
represents one of the four unit types in the game; Vanguard, Guardian, Nurse and Artist. 
 
The skin items will be a chipset that the player can purchase and attach to their units. This will 
not affect the combat effectiveness of the unit or their stats, but will change the visuals of the 
unit allowing the player to further customize their team. 
 
2.7.6 UI 
The user interface during battles will be quite simple in design, it will allow the player to interact 
with the board/grid they are battling on, allowing them to issues commands to their character 
and monsters, such as movement and combat. Outside of the arena, the UI will mainly include 
dialogue options the player can utilize in order to raise affinity with monsters as well as improve 
their relationships with other characters. 
 
2.7.7 Initial release 

TBD 
 
2.7.8 Eventual master 

TBD 
 
 
 
 

 2.8 Editor/Engine 

Unity 
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2.8.1 languages 

English (with possibilities for localization) 
 
2.8.2 licensing 

TBD 
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3.0 Gameplay 

 

 3.1 Game flow 
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The single player will be set up as a set of consecutive days. This is how each day plays out 
(excluding the last day where they fight the final boss). 
 
 
 
 

 3.2 Mission structure 

Once the player starts a match, they have the chance to choose their units and where on the 
terrain they will start. This is the last chance they have to put a different skin on their unit or 
upgrade them to a new class, using items purchased using the in game currency; credits. During 
this phase the win condition will also be given to the player (i.e survive x many turns or defeat 
the other player’s avatar). 
 
After the player has completed this phase the match will start. The match will continue until the 
win condition is met or the player’s avatar is defeated. 
 
 
 
 

 3.3 Objectives 

The objective of the game is to become the new champion of Phantom Master by battling 
through the tournament and defeating the champion. However, the player also needs to protect 
Arti (the AI they are taking care of) from the villain of the game, as they will “crash” games and 
attempt to defeat the player while using software that allows the players avatar to be stolen. 
 
The objective of the different matches the player will play are things like defeating the 
opponent’s Avatar or surviving a certain number of turns. This will usually be the objective of a 
single session of gameplay; to either win a battle in the tournament or defend the players avatar 
against the Joker group. 
 
 

 3.4 Multiplayer support 

Multiplayer support: custom games to allow players to play against each other. 
Settings: 

• Map type 
• Game mode (capture the flag, kill the avatar, total victory, time limit, attack / defend) 
• Avatar select (from existing characters / choosing abilities / skins etc.) 
• Team select (from player’s unit list / option for generic team building) 
• Number of players (max 4) 
• Bans of characters 
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3.4.1 friend finding 

Steam, server lobby, Facebook 
 
3.4.2 servers 

Servers would be setup to allow players to connect to one another through steam or through the 
lobby system. Players could create games through the lobby with a password and send their 
friends the game name and password for a private game, or host public games for anyone to 
join.  
 
If servers could be established, matchmaking would include a normal / practice mode, where the 
player can change the type of game they would like to play. The other que available would be a 
ranked que system, where players are matched against each other based on their hidden Match 
Making Rating. While the player would only be able to see their win/loss ratio, there would be a 
performance rating similar to chess. 
 
E.g. –  
 

(A + 400 x (B - C) 
_____________ 

  D  
A = Total of opponents ‘rating’ (MMR) 
B = Wins 
C = Losses 
D = # of games 
 
For example, a player has won against 2 players with an MMR of 1000, and lost one to a player 
with an MMR of 1100: 
 
3100 + 400 x (2-1)    3500   
______________  =  ____  = 1166.7 MMR 
 3        3   
 
Details TBD 
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4.0 Mechanics 

 4.1 UI Mechanic 

All cut scenes and interactions with 
the other characters will be done in a 
visual novel style. The characters will 
be hand drawn, when a character 
expresses an emotion the image will 
change to one reflecting how they 
feel (see example image). The player 
has the ability to choose who they 
interact with after a match, this will 
improve the relationship between 
them and that character. 
 
This will give the player access to 
other short cut scenes where they 
interact with that character. 
However, after some matches 
certain characters will not be 
available to talk to. 
 
During these cut scenes a subplot 
about a particular character will play 
out. Once the character completes 
the character’s subplot, that character will assist the player in the final battle (the exception to 
this is Cylas) and the player will get that character’s epilogue. If the player does not finish a 
subplot they will the same epilogue as if they had completed Arti’s subplot. If they have 
completed multiple subplots the ally for the final fight will be randomly chosen from the 
characters they have completed subplots for. 
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 4.2 Mechanic 

How the turn based combat works. 
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Combat Start –  
 
Combat will be initiated if the player is ambushed by shadowy figures while in the compound, or 
when they select the next tournament battle. This will include the player being aware they are 
about to enter battle, with a small delay for dialogue and battle transition animations/cut 
scenes. 
 
Select Team –  
 
After the initial combat start animation / pre combat dialogue has been established, the player 
will then be able to select the team they wish to take into the combat. The player will select up 
to four active monsters and two benched monsters, with the ability to switch these during their 
turn in combat. Changing things like skins and color schemes for their team would be available 
here. 
 
First Turn –  
 
The players will appear on a map with their units pre-placed in the designated starting areas 
(players may have the option to organize their force, depending on level). This will involve the 
player’s avatar and the first four choices the player has made in the previous phase. The units 
will placed around the players avatar, as this is essentially the “king” piece, once the avatar falls, 
that player is defeated. The player with the highest overall speed of ACTIVE units (not including 
benched units) will take the first turn, and continue in descending order. 
 
Movement Phase –  
 
During this phase the player may move up to all of their units their max movement stat. There is 
no particular order in the way the player will move units, they will be able to move any unit first 
or last. The player does not need to move all of their units. After the units have moved that the 
player deems fit, the next phase will be entered. 
 
Combat Phase –  
 
During this phase, all units within their designated range (usually close combat) can make an 
attack. This attack does not require the unit to have not moved, and movement does not hinder 
the unit’s attack. Ranged units’ attack as normal, losing stats as they make their attacks. Any 
units with abilities may use their special ability instead of making an attack, including the player’s 
avatar. 
 
Movement Phase 2 – 
 
During this phase, any unit that did not use their full movement in Movement Phase 1 can use 
the rest of their movement, or units that have not moved can make their full movements. 
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End Turn – 
After all of these phases are complete, the player ends their turn. During this sub phase, the 
player may take a moment to view the battle field after their turn of play. Ending their turn will 
begin the next players turn, starting at Movement Phase 1. 
 
Combat End – 
 
The combat will end when one of the victory or defeat conditions have been met. The aim of 
each combat is to defeat the enemy avatar while defending your own, if the player controls the 
last avatar left on the field then the player is victorious, while if their avatar is defeated in 
combat they are defeated. This transitions into the appropriate victory/defeat screen as 
appropriate. Each avatar on the field will have a death animation that will play to indicate the 
player being defeated. 
 

 4.3 Movement/abilities 

Press & swipe movement. Keyboard and mouse support, using keyboard for shortcuts and 
mouse for point and click interactions. Depending on dev kits available; preferable to have 
oculus rift / PlayStation VR control schemes set up accordingly, possibility for swipe controls if 
swipe sensor or sensor glove is available. Using a controller or some other third party control 
scheme in conjunction with VR should be looked into. 
 
 

 4.4 Environmental objects   

Units are 3D models placed on a 2D plane for the battle map. Terrain are 2D texture pieces 
snapped together to make a playing grid, while The 3D models are placed on top of the battle 
grid and occupy one tile at a time. 
 
The player is able to use their ability to change the terrain and therefore the texture of the tile/s 
of the map, dependent on their level and abilities. Outside of combat there will be background 
art to represent the setting, with the 2D anime art style over the top of the background image to 
give the illusion of depth. 
 
 
 

 4.5 Upgrade system 

4.5.1 Sub 1 

During single player mode the player will level up depending on how well they perform in battle. 
Other ways to gain experience is to interact with a character and complete their subplot. 
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Leveling up the avatar will give the avatar higher base stats and access to new abilities and ways 
to change the playing field. 
 
 
 
 
4.5.2 Sub 2 

Affinity 
 
The player can raise the affinity of the monsters they battle with through battling and choosing 
to interact with their avatar outside of combat. Affinity with the player’s team acts as a 
progression system similar to a traditional experience point setup. As affinity is increased, the 
players team will increase their stats accordingly.  
 
In order for the player to upgrade their monsters into one of the subclasses available, they must 
increase their affinity with the monster to a critical mass. Once this has been achieved, the 
player will be opted to select a specialization, with each class having two subclasses to choose 
from. The player may choose not to upgrade their monsters, as there are obvious weaknesses to 
each subclass and the initial class may suite their play style better. 
 
In order for the player to be able to upgrade their units, they must purchase an upgrade item 
from the store between battles. This upgrade item will have a set price in credits, and the player 
must have the amount of credits required available to be able to upgrade their companion, after 
the affinity requirements have been met. 
 
If credits are not used to upgrade their team, the player may save them and use them to change 
the aesthetics of their team, or save them all and spend them on player avatars for multiplayer. 
The base player avatar will be available for multiplayer play, but the other avatars the player 
encounters throughout the game will need to be purchased using in game currency (or micro 
transactions for freemium mobile version). 
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5.0 Characters 

 

 5.1 Playable character 

 
 
 

Avee (Avie) Devin 
Gender: Male or Female 
Age: 17 
Occupation: Student (just finished high 
school), Military Contractor 
Avatar Power: Can transform the 
terrain of the battle field. 
 
Personality: 
A very positive and cheerful person, 
Avee is always up to help someone in 
need. This is even if the person 
doesn’t want help. 
 
Avee can be very naïve and has a 
tendency to have tunnel vision when 
they become focused. 
 
Avee can be very stubborn about 
things and is shy around new people. 
This makes her/im often come off as 
uninterested. 
 
History: 
Avee moved from a small town (where 
s/he knew everyone since day care) to 
a larger city when she was in middle 
school.  
 
She had trouble making new friends 

and ended up being bullied a lot for her/is seemingly above everyone else attitude (really s/he 
was just shy and didn’t know what to talk to the other kids about). 
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One day when some of the other kids were bullying Avee, Cylas came along and stopped them. 
Since they were in the same class Avee decided to be brave and try and make a friend. Due to 
them having similar interests (and Avee’s persistence) the two became best friends. 
 
However Cylas was Avee’s only friend at school, the rest of her/is friends were online. The online 
gaming community Avee is involved with were the ones to introduce her/im to Phantom Master. 
Avee then introduced Cylas to it. 
 
Avee’s parents are often only around during the weekend so while s/he does speak to them, 
they aren’t particularly close. 
 
One day when Cylas was particularly stressed and refused to talk to Avee s/he went to buy some 
new creatures for her Phantom Master team. Arti (a hacker AI) used the transaction to latch 
itself on to Avee. At the time Avee wasn’t aware of Arti. This resulted in Avee being chased by 
some government officials and other shady organizations.  
 
Eventually s/he ran into a younger member of the military named Fievel who explained that 
everyone is after something called “Key to Armageddon” and they think s/he has it. Avee denies 
it however at this point Arti reveals itself and demands to stay with Avee. It explains it just wants 
to see the world. 
 
Sympathizing with the AI Avee, Fievel and Cylas agree to help it. This leads to them defeating the 
shady groups chasing them and convincing Fievel’s boss that Arti was better off with Avee 
(During this Fievel gets attacked protecting Avee and loses sight in one of his eyes. Avee has felt 
guilty about this since). 
 
It was agreed that Arti could stay with Avee as long as Avee agreed to send status reports on 
how the AI was doing and what they have been doing. This means Avee is a military contractor to 
an extent. 
 
While all of this was going on Avee had been trying her/is hand at being a pro Phantom Master 
player and had earned a place at the world championships. 
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 5.1.2 NPCS 

Eve Brooks 

Gender: Female 
Age: 18 
Occupation: Visual Arts student 
Love interest: Male only 
Avatar Power: She turns tiles pink as she crosses 
the field. If an enemy unit crosses the square 
they are forced to stop. 
 
Personality: 
Hyperactive and chipper Eve is actually Joy’s 
opposite. While she may seem to be very 
outgoing and optimistic at first, she is anything 
but. 
 
Eve acts as if she doesn’t take anything seriously 
because she is afraid of what happens if she does 
and it doesn’t go well. 
 
She is very insecure about herself but is very 
good at projecting confidence. Her hyperactive 
behavior is actually a symptom of her 
nervousness. She has a lot of friends but few very 

close ones. 
 
She is often found in the locations where the most people are. 
 
History: 
Eve has always loved art her whole life, she has always found it the best way to express herself. 
She comes from a family that has a mix of creative people and very business orientated 
members. There is no pressure on her to take any particular career path. 
 
This is due to her mother being a musician that had the opposite upbringing. As well as father’s 
job as a judge, they have the money to take care of her while she finds what she wants to do. 
Eve was always a member of the popular group at school, people loving her outgoing personality 
and crazy style. However outside of the school day she rarely interacted with people, something 
that has persisted into her university years. 
 
She is also not at the top of her classes, her work often liked by the crowds but not by critics or 
teachers. This only fuels her fear that she can’t make a career out of her work. 
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She picked up the Phantom Master as a stress relief hobby, enjoying the art style. Her choice of 
entering tournaments was done on impulse but instantly regretted (after all what if she loses?). 
However, she found herself doing better and better. 
 
Subplot: 
Eve’s subplot revolves around the fact that she does not commit to things for fear of failing. She 
doesn’t take the tournament seriously (causing friction between her and Joy) for a similar 
reason. 
 
As Avee keeps getting attacked by unknown enemies, Eve will always be there afterwards to fuss 
over her/im but not really helpful when it counts. Avee eventually calls her out on this and pair 
fight. 
 
If the player is male this argument is even bigger because she is non-committal about being in a 
relationship with him because she is scared of a potential break up. 
 
Upon seeing the final boss playing out Eve comes to Avee’s aid even though she’s scared she 
won’t be of use. 
 
Epilogue: 
If Avee is female, after Cylas is defeated and taken away. Eve will walk up to Avee, she apologises 
for not being there for her friend. Avee forgives her without a second thought and thanks her for 
showing up when she did. 
 
If Avee is male, after Cylas is defeated and taken away. Eve walks up to Avee and apologises for 
not being helpful. Avee forgives her and says thanks for the help. The two look at each other 
awkwardly before Eve just spontaneously kisses Avee. She explains she knows that it’s a bad time 
but asks if he still wants to go out with her. 
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Fievel Reynolds 
Gender: Male 
Age: 22 
Occupation: Military Tech Specialist 
Love Interest: Female only 
Avatar Power: He ups the stats of his and 
his ally’s units. The stat boost is based on 
how many units are around him, less units 
results in a higher stat boost. 
 
Personality: 
Fievel has always had to take care of his 
siblings and so he is very good at taking 
care of younger people. However, this also 
means that he tends to parent his younger 
friends. 
 
When he is off work (or talking to his 
friends while on break) he is very laid back 
and up for a laugh. However, when he is 
working, Fievel becomes very serious. This 
is because he is very aware of how serious 
his job is. 
 
Fievel is known by his friends to over think 
situations when he is nervous and can 
come off as awkward. 
 

History: 
Fievel is the oldest sibling of a family of seven (two parents, four siblings) by several years. Due 
to this he took care of his younger siblings a lot. 
 
He joined the military so they would pay for his degree in computer programming but chose to 
stay instead of looking for another job. In the military Fievel specializes in dealing with hackers 
and other computer based threats. 
 
Two years’ prior several groups attacked the government owned research Centre that held the 
hacking tool “Key to Armageddon”. The tool disappeared and Fievel was one of the individuals 
tasked to find it. He discovered it was an AI that had attached itself to a young Phantom Master 
novice Avee and was pretending to be her/is avatar. 
 
He kept an eye on the situation, befriending Avee and her/is friend Cylas. The three ended up 
defeating the other groups who were trying to take the hacking tool for themselves. However, 
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while protecting Avee Fievel was attacked. His face was left scared and one of his eyes blind 
(something Avee still feels bad about). 
 
Fievel continued to work for the military after all of this, catching the eye of one of the higher 
ranked officers. This led to him being fast tracked for leadership training. More responsibilities 
lead to his position of second in command for the team running security at the tournament. 
 
Subplot: 
Fievel is at the competition as security. He is specifically watching over Avee (as it is his job). 
However, he does this out of care because they are friends, he also keeps an eye on Cylas. 
Fievel is also looking into who is targeting Avee.  
 
This subplot will foreshadow when fights against non- tournament players will happen. 
 
If Avee interacts with Fievel he will (over the course of the game) become more and more wary 
of Cylas. He will start to tell s/he to be careful (as he realizes Cylas is clearly insane). 
 
He comes off like a big brother taking care of his younger sibling if Avee is male. If Avee is female, 
Fievel becomes more awkward because he is falling in love with her as the game progresses. 
 
Avee becomes progressively more defensive of Cylas. This leads to s/he fighting with Fievel. 
When the final boss plays out Fievel will join Avee in the fight. He is clearly upset that he turned 
out to be correct and tries to get Cylas to peacefully surrender. 
 
Epilogue: 
If Avee is female. After Cylas is defeated and is being taken away Fievel awkwardly comes up to 

see if she is okay. Avee asks if he is going 
to say “I told you so” but instead he 
hugs her, clearly relieved she’s okay. 
Avee cries and Fievel promises that it 
will be okay, he then kisses her. 
 
If Avee is male. After Cylas is defeated 
and taken away, Fievel checks on Avee. 
Avee asks if he is going to say “I told you 
so” Fievel jokes with Avee about it and 
tells him if he needs anything Fievel will 
be there for him. 
 
 

Joy Meyer 
Gender: Female 
Age: 19 
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Occupation: Pro Player 
Love interest: Both Genders 
Avatar Power: Her hero units are capable of picking up enemy units. 
 
Personality: 
Upon someone’s first meeting with Joy she would come off as the opposite of her name. She is 
serious, icy and calm. She dislikes new people and will generally not interact with others by 
choice. 
 
However, if one spends time with her she will slowly warm to them. While she is never going to 
be hyperactive, she is very caring and does her best to be aware of the needs of her friends.  
 
Joy is fiercely loyal and surprisingly optimistic and relaxed about life for someone who seems at 
first to dislike everything and everyone. 
 
History: 
Joy was always an awkward looking and acting child growing up. She was taller then everyone, 
pale and chubby. However, she was also very kind and naïve. Because she didn’t get along with 
the girls, she made friends with the boys at her school (this lead her to heavily get into gaming 
and sports). 
 
Due to her love of sports she quickly shed her excess weight. In middle school she stopped 
growing and the other kids quickly surpassed her. However, puberty was kind to her. This lead to 
the other girls having new things to bully her about. 
 
But this time her male friends were not all that helpful, since she refused to date them and this 
led to them being cruel to her. Joy quickly found herself friendless at school and retreated into 
her hobby of gaming. This quickly became her passion. She rose quickly in the ranks of pro 
players in her chosen game. 
 
Two years ago she met Avee at a competition and was highly dismissive of her/im, to the point of 
being rude if Avee tried to talk to her. After Avee defeated her in the semi-finals, Joy searched 
s/he out. Joy apologized for being rude and wished Avee luck in the finals. 
 
When one of the groups trying to get the “Key to Armageddon” tried to corner Avee at the 
competition. Joy distracts them while Avee gets away. Telling Avee s/he owe her an explanation 
later. 
 
Subplot: 
Joy is generally found in places people aren’t. Upon her reunion with Avee, she congratulates 
her/im for making it to the tournament and is excited for a re-match. She asks for the 
explanation that Avee owes her from two years ago (as the pair have not seen each other since 
then and did not exchange contact info). 
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Joy’s subplot involves Avee introducing her to the other friends s/he has made and Joy being 
resistant to it. While Joy enjoys spending time with Avee she dislikes her/im acting like Joy’s 
more solitary nature is something that needs to be fixed. 
 
The pair fight about it and leave on bad terms. Even with that Joy choses to come to Avee’s aid in 
the final battle. 
 
Epilogue: 
Avee of either gender, after Cylas is defeated and taken away. Joy will come over to Avee. At this 
point Avee apologizes for making her feel like s/he thought she needed to be fixed. Joy tells 
them that she does want to get to know the others better but she will at her own pace. This ends 
with the two exchanging contact info and agreeing to go on a date sometime. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Kyle Green-Fields 

Gender: Male 
Age: 18 
Occupation: Medical Student 
Love interest: Both Genders 
Avatar Power: If the enemy attacks his or 
his ally’s nurses, there is a 50% chance 
they will hit themselves instead. 
 
Personality: 
Eccentric, Kyle is a very strange guy. He 
enjoys popping into random people’s 
conversations and telling them a random 
medical fact before leaving. 
 
He is always stressed, as he is not taking a 
break from studying during the 
tournament. However, he is one of those 
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people that always needs to be doing three things. 
 
Kyle is absolutely brilliant and completely comfortable with himself. At the same time, he is the 
type to do something just to annoy another person. 
 
He is also incredibly self-absorbed and selfish. Things have to happen when he wants them too 
or he throws a tantrum. He is incapable of seeing things from someone else’s perspective. 
 
History: 
Kyle is an only child. His brilliant mind has been praised his whole life by parents and teachers. 
His strange and selfish behavior has led to him being completely isolated by his peers his whole 
life (it didn’t help his parents treated it as the other kid’s lose, instead of suggesting that Kyle 
might want to show some empathy). 
 
His love of Phantom Master came from his enjoyment of chess (and thrashing his opponent). He 
enters tournaments for this very reason. 
 
Kyle doesn’t mind the fact that he has no friends because it means he can focus on his career 
and games. Because of this he hasn’t done much with his life other than study and play video 
games. 
Subplot: 
Avee finds Kyle’s behavior amusing and hangs out with him more. The problem is s/he quickly 
get annoyed by how everything has to happen how Kyle wants it to, when Kyle wants it to. 
This leads to more stress on Avee’s side as s/he are being clearly targeted (and Kyle somehow 
makes it about him). 
 
This gets to the point that Avee can’t handle it anymore and asks Kyle if he knows anything about 
Avee and if he even cares that someone is trying to attack s/he. When Kyle’s rebuttals about how 
this all affects him Avee gives up and leaves. 
 
Kyle will come to the player’s aid in the final battle with an apology prepared. 
 
Epilogue: 
Avee of either gender, once Cylas has been defeated and taken away. Kyle is pushed over to talk 
to Avee by Eve, who quickly runs away. He rambles on about Avee’s medical condition before 
finally getting the nerve to ask Avee on a date. He explains that no he doesn’t really know 
anything about Avee but he does want to learn about her/im if they are willing to give him 
another chance. 
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Cylas Laurent 
Gender: Male 
Age: 18 
Occupation: Student (Just finished high 
school) 
Love interest: Both Genders 
Avatar Power: Can re-class one unit a turn 
 
Personality: 
Cylas comes off as a diamond in a rough to 
most people. He is very sarcastic and dry, 
not having much patients for people who 
aren’t his best friend (and it is debatable if 
he has much patients for Avee either). 
 
However, he commonly does random acts 
of kindness, even for people he dislikes just 
because he can. He also has a dream of 
making the world a better place. 
 
Unfortunately, those random acts of 
kindness aren’t so random. Cylas does this 
in case that person proves themselves to be 
useful to him in future. 
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Cylas is obsessed with his particular vision of the perfect world and the role everyone has to play 
in it. If someone does not do as he wants he can become violent. 
 
History: 
Cylas was raised by his father, who is a cop. His father has always been highly optimistic about 
people and wants to help everyone. Cylas respects his father because of this but also thinks he is 
a fool (as he doesn’t act on his desire for a better world just wishes for it). He wants to create the 
world his father wants but has always been willing to use extreme methods to do so. 
 
When he was in middle school he ran into Avee who was being bullied by some other kids. He 
got them to leave, Avee thanked him but Cylas ignored her/im. It turned out they were in the 
same class though and Avee lacking friends (s/he had just transferred to the school) attached 
themselves to Cylas. 
 
Having someone around was foreign to Cylas, and he assumed Avee would eventually get bored 
of him. However, it turned out they had similar interests in shows and games. In the end Avee 
became Cylas’s only friend, he also fell in love with her/im. Cylas got into Phantom Master 
because Avee was playing it. 
 
Cylas is also a hacker, he became aware of the “Key to Armageddon” and attempted to obtain it 
for himself. However, he didn’t realize it was an AI and instead he freed it. The AI found him, but 
ended up attaching itself to Avee. 
 
This lead to Cylas and Avee being chased by the government and other groups that wanted the 
AI. Cylas did his best to protect Avee with help from Fievel (who he puts up with because he was 
useful and Avee likes him). After these events life went back to being pretty normal for Cylas.  
 
He changed his plans to involve Avee but has not got around to explaining everything to her/im 
because he doesn’t think s/he is ready to accept their role (but is absolutely certain s/he will 
when the time comes). 
 
He hacked himself into the tournament roster. He did this by making the only option in the 
randomized wild card spot be him. 
 
Subplot: 
Avee is able to interact with Cylas like any other love interest character. They talk about their 
childhood together, what they plan to do now they have finished high school. Cylas does come 
off as unhinged though and sometimes slips up (suggesting he knows more about what’s going 
on than he should). 
 
After Avee becomes champion Cylas confronts s/he and demands they help him to make his 
perfect world. When Avee refuses, his behavior shows how unhinged he is. Cylas explains that he 
can take the “Key to Armageddon” from Avee by force and so the final boss fight starts. 
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Avee has no ally for the boss fight, but Cylas will have a weaker team and the player will be more 
accustomed to his strategic choices. 
 
Epilogue: 
Avee of both genders. After Cylas is defeated and taken away. Avee sits along wondering how 
s/he didn’t notice Cylas’s insanity. Avee wishes they had their best friend back. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tyler Williams 
Gender: Male 
Age: 12 
Occupation: Student 
Love interest: Yeah no… 
Avatar Power: Can activate fog of war 
on the field. This only effects his 
opponent though. 
 
Personality: 
A rather shy little boy. Tyler avoids 
most people at the tournament 
because he’s so much younger than 
the other participants. He has trouble 
talking to people older than him, he is 
very mistrustful of them. 
 
He is very intelligent but doesn’t talk 
much. Tyler has an over active 
imagination. 
 
Tyler is very vague, gullible and 
innocent. He is often taken advantage 
of by other students at school because 
of it. They also pull pranks on him all 
the time. 

He is also a very needy child. 
 
History: 
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Tyler has several half siblings on his mother’s side who are adults. His parents have both been 
married previously and work a lot. He has mostly been left to himself and so spends his time 
playing Phantom Master. 
 
He has always been bullied at school and due to his very shy personality has trouble trying to 
make friends. He possibly has social anxiety but no one has ever really looked into it. 
 
Over the years Tyler has tried to explain he is being bullied by the other kids to different adults. 
But it never ends well. The other kids either make it seem like Tyler is the bully or the adult 
assumes that Tyler is just being anti-social and should try and play with the other kids. 
 
This and the lack of his parents or siblings being around to help has left Tyler highly mistrustful of 
adults. He assumes they are all useless or don’t care, but at the same time can’t really take care 
of himself. 
 
Subplot: 
Avee catches some of the other tournament participants bullying Tyler and confronts them. S/he 
proceed to hang out with the kid, becoming his surrogate older sibling. 
 
However as the tournament goes on and Avee is becoming more and more stressed about being 
targeted by someone. They eventually take it out on Tyler who is upset after being bullied again. 
Avee realized s/he went too far but Tyler just says that Avee is like every other adult he knows 
and leaves. 
 
In the final battle Tyler comes to help Avee, scared of losing the only person who ever seemed to 
care about him. 
 
Epilogue: 
Avee of either gender, after Cylas has been defeated and taken away. Tyler will push past 
everyone to run up and hug Avee crying about how scared he was of losing her/im and to never 
do something like that again. The pair’s previous fight forgotten, people in the crowd assuming 
the two are related. 
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Tyron Harper 
Gender: Male 
Age: 34 
Occupation: Hacks websites to find holes 
in security. 
Love interest: No, he’s married… to 
someone else. 
Avatar Power: All of his units have 2x 
movement the first time they are used. 
 
Personality: 
A very easy going man. He loves his 
family very much and will sometimes act 
like a parent towards the other 
tournament participants (like saying 
walk don’t run). 
 
He makes jokes about his age seeing as 
he is one of the oldest players at the 
tournament. 
He is a merciless opponent though, 
taking advantage of any weak point he 
can find. 
 
History: 
Tyron grew up on a farm and went to his 
local area school, he never finished high 
school. He didn’t see a point when he 
was already making money as a hacker. 
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Ever since middle school he had been taking jobs from websites to find any weak points in their 
security and reporting them. He has a considerable amount of money because of it. 
He found school boring and his teachers annoying. They never bothered much with him because 
he was always fooling around in class. 
 
After he turned eighteen he moved to the city, buying an apartment outright. He lived above a 
restaurant, enjoying the lively air and seeing people outside his window. He also liked the 
closeness of a good source of cheap food. He dated and married a woman who was working 
there while studying her law degree. 
 
They have just had their second child together when Tyron left to defend his title as champion at 
Phantom Master. He got into Phantom Master because other people who he had met through 
his work were playing. 

Arti 

Real Name: Key to Armageddon 
Species: AI (poses as Avee’s Avatar) 
 
Personality: 
Arti is care free, curious and loves to learn. It has 
the maturity of a young child and acts like it. Arti 
views Avee as a parental figure and usually 
questions her/im about the world. 
 
Arti is also highly mistrustful of anyone else 
especially if they know anything about computers. 
The AI has a highly destructive side and doesn’t 
fully understand the concept of fair play (but they 
go along with whatever Avee says because they are 
Avee). 
 
History: 
The “Key to Armageddon” was a private project 
seized by the government. It was kept in a lab to be 
studied and protected, referred to as a hacking 
tool. Arti is a highly intelligent and quick to learn 
computer program that can hack into almost 

anything. 
 
Once Cylas hacked into the lab holding the AI, Arti was able to escape. On the run from the 
government (who wanted to shove it away) and others who wanted to use its power. The AI 
followed the trail back to Cylas but in the end decided it liked Avee better. 
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At this point the AI attached itself to Avee and refused to leave. This meant that Avee was now 
on the run from everyone. However, the two became close friends (Arti viewing Avee similarly to 
a foster parent). 
 
Once it was viewed as safe, it was decided to let Arti stay with Avee. Seeing as it kept finding 
ways back to Avee. There was also the fact that Arti is friendlier and less likely to end the world, 
due to the relationship it shares with the human.  
 
Subplot: 
If the player chooses to interact with Arti they gain more affinity with all of their units. So instead 
of an ally at end game, the player will always have at least one full team of fully levelled up units. 
 
More like a set of skits where Arti is trying to learn about people and how the world works. Avee 
and Arti also discuss what is happening. This subplot implies that the creatures have some level 
of sentiency. 
 
Epilogue: 
Avee of both genders. After Cylas is defeated and taken away. Avee looks down at her watch and 
sees Arti looking back. Arti has made an “I’m sorry” sign. Avee cries into her/is hands. 
 
 

Character Heights 
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 5.2 Customization 

Customize team  
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 5.3 Unlockable 

5.3.1 Primary Unlockable 
 
The player is able to unlock player abilities throughout the story, increasing the potential of their 
avatar unit. Through gaining affinity, they will also be able to unlock the choice of a sub-class for 
their monsters, increasing their potency in battle (or at least their ability to fill a certain role in 
their team). The player can unlock different endings based on their choices of who they interact 
with during the time between combats. 
 
5.3.2 Secondary Unlockable 
 
The player is able to unlock vanity items through their progression through the game (such as an 
upgrade item to re-class their units or skins for said units). By winning combats, the player will 
gain in game currency. 
 
Players can also buy new units at the shop. They shop using the prize money they win from 
battling throughout the tournament. The currency is currently under the working name of 
Credits. Credits can also be used to unlock player avatars for multiplayer. In the freemium 
version of this game, tournament tokens can be bought with real money to grant access to small 
portions of small game content if they player still does not wish to purchase the full game. 
 

 5.4 micro transactions 

We are not the devil so no ty. Only acceptable if content is made AFTER games release. 
 
 

6.0 Levels 

The games levels will involve a similar VR experience that the player will enter before each 
combat,  the battlefield will change depending on what the battle is and who it is against. 
 

 6.1 Level Design 

 
6.1.1 Features 

Different matches against different characters will be on different fields. 
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6.1.2 Aesthetic/setting 

9 different terrains a level can start as. The player has the ability to change small amounts of the 
terrain to whatever they wish. 

- Forest 
o Vanguards gain dodge bonus. 

Guardians less movement. 
Nurse and Artist get a dodge bonus but range is reduced. 

- Urban 
o Nurse healing increased 
o Vanguard dodge decreased 
o Guardian no stat buffs or debuffs 
o Artist increased range 

- Mountain 
o Guardian takes less damage 
o Vanguard movement limited but gets attack buff 
o Nurse can only heal at close range 
o Artist range attack cost double 

- Riverbed 
o Gives no stat buffs or debuffs 
o If going with the current gets double movement 
o If against current has half movement 

- Dune/ocean 
o If units are going over dunes they have reduced movement (except Angels) 
o If unit ends turn in ocean has a chance of being swept away. 

- Cave 
o All range attack has a 50% chance to miss before dodge. 

- Graveyard 
o If a unit moves over a grave, there’s a chance of being attacked by the angry 

resident. 
o Flying units have a chance of being “grappled” if they pass over a grave, being 

unable to move until their next turn. 
- Cloud 

o Nurses can heal twice per stat loss 
o If a guardian takes a full movement they have a chance of getting stuck in the 

cloud. It takes some movement it get out. 
- Plains 

o Changes nothing 
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6.1.3 Schematic 

Example of a forest based map. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Each unit in battle will start within 3 tiles of the player’s avatar. This rule will also be true to AI 
avatars when they begin combat. A unit will only be able to occupy one tile at a time, with the 
exception of the shield wall unit (upgrade of the guardian) which can activate its ability in order 
to occupy more than one tile. Units can attack all tiles around them, including diagonally. For 
ranged attacks, diagonal aiming will take 2 range instead of one (e.g. a range of 6 would be 6 in a 
horizontal or vertical axis or 3 in a diagonal direction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Forest tiles 

Plains tiles 
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7.0 Interface 

Menu system will be outlined in the following flowchart. 
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7.1 GUI Elements 

7.1.1 HUD 

Battle Hud with tabs closed: 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Battle Hud with tabs are open: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Enemy health bar 

Player health bar 

Tab, if clicked will show 
the opponent character 
reacting to the match 

Tab, if clicked will show an image of a unit, it’s 
stats and zoom to its location. As a tab it has the 
class, Name and Affinity level 

Unit tab if one of the tabs has been clicked 

Enemy camera tab, if tab has been clicked. 

Click this to zoom to the 
Player’s avatar’s location 

Click this to zoom to the 
Enemy’s avatar’s location 
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Hud during cut scenes: 
 
 
 
 

When no one is talking 

When Player is talking 

When other character is talking 
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Subtle HUD in combat, outlining the following things: 
• Hit points of units 
• Names of units – green ally red enemy 
• Number of switches remaining (can switch monster’s X times per battle) 
• Turn number 
• Who’s turn it is 

 
When highlighting a unit/tile: 

• Units statistics 
• Unit affinity 
• Option to switch 
• Unit movement / attack range 
• Tile type 
• Tile effects 

 
HUD when out of combat: 

• Text boxes for cross character communications towards the player 
• Affinity for characters / monsters 
• Picture boxes for characters being interacted with 
• Possible box for a picture of player character 

 
 

 
 
7.1.2 Menus 

MENU- Main Character 
• Appearance 
• View stats / powers 
• View team 
• View items 
• View affinity / relationships 
• Game options 
• Exit Game  

 
MENU - Monsters 

• Appearance 
• View stats / abilities 
• View affinity 
• Read bios 

 
 
MENU - Combat 
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• Move 
• Attack 
• Ranged Attack* 
• Defend 
• Ability 
• Skip 

 
MENU – Options 

• Resume 
• Difficulty 
• Language 
• Visual – disable animations etc. 
• Sound 
• Save / Load 
• Quit 

 
7.1.3 Camera 

• Top down at an angle while during combat, like viewing a chess board 
• First person while outside of combat and interacting with other characters / monsters 
• Camera zooms in during a combat, to show the combat animation 

 
7.1.4 Pacing 
 

• The game will begin with a tutorial level that allows the player to ask their in game friend 
how to play the game, the friend will give them some initial tips automatically, then wait 
for prompting if the player needs further advice (Cylas). 
 

• The character will have a chance between combat to immerse themselves in the world 
around them, interacting with their team or other NPC’s that they will battle against/with 
throughout the game. This is optional, allowing players to ignore most of the ongoing 
narrative in exchange for instant combat. 

 
• The overarching mood of the game will create a tournament / competition feel, and the 

player can determine, through engagement with combatants, whether or not they are 
friendly competitors or arch rivals. 
 

• Over the game, the players close friend will be becoming increasingly hostile towards the 
player, and end up being the final boss/ major evil in the world. The player will be 
constantly in danger from an unknown threat, that is revealed towards the end of the 
game. 
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• Variety will be displayed through the countless ways combat can be approached, the 
player’s choice in choosing and utilizing their own team, the player characters’ ability to 
change the terrain and therefore the tactics used in each battle, as well as how the AI will 
react to the player’s strategy, and how each NPC the player plays against will have a 
different preference of strategy and the player will have to play around this accordingly. 

 
• The challenge will come through the combat of the game, with some battles being very 

difficult, and some may even seem impossible if the player is not willing to either ask 
NPCS for aid or adopting a new strategy that is not working for the current battle. 
 

• The relief of the game will come both at the end of each battle through the victory 
display and conversations between player and NPC’s, as well as the time between 
combat in which the player has freedom to take a break from combat and focus on their 
team building or immersing themselves in the narrative of the game. 
 

• Player attention will be held by immersing them in fun, puzzle/strategy based gameplay 
that will allow the player to choose a team of their liking, and making it strategically 
viable in order to continue to win and advance through the tournament. Couple this with 
the player’s interactions with their own team, and the ability to interact and further 
immerse themselves in the story through interactions with NPC’s, there will always be 
something for the player to engage with. 
 

• Players will largely play the game at their own pace, engaging in combat when they feel 
ready / excited for the challenge, and using their down time to do any of the 
aforementioned tasks. The player will choose how they use their time, and if they will 
rush through the combat to immerse themselves in gameplay, or take time out to enjoy 
the narrative and interactions with their team / other NPC’s. 
 

7.1.5 Difficulty curve 
 
Difficulty curve: 
 

• The difficulty curve of the game will largely depend on difficult setting and the player’s 
choices in terms of the time they spend between battle. Overall, the game will begin 
quite easy, with the player having a minimal chance of losing any battle. 
 

• As the player begins to go up against significant plot characters, the difficulty will 
increase. The player will likely struggle if they are unwilling to make any switches during 
their combat, and have a team that is not well balanced or specialized for the battle 
ahead. 
 

• As the player nears the end of the game, the battles will become much more intense, and 
will often involve unknown enemies “crashing” the combat and attacking the player for 
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an unknown reason. The player will have to fight off the invaders, but will be able to call 
for aid if they have befriended other NPC’s. 
 

Intensity 
  

• The player will experience many events throughout the game that will invoke a strong 
response by the player. The game is designed to allow the player to choose the elements 
of the game that appeal to them the most and to focus on those elements, be it the 
combat, relationships between characters or the narrative itself. 
 

• The player will start the game with a low level of intensity, with the tutorial outlining the 
general rules of gameplay and introducing the childhood friend character to the player. 
The player will experience low levels of intensity throughout the beginning of the game, 
with little threat of defeat and basic interactions with characters and the narrative. 
 

• As the game continues, intensity will rise as the player competes further throughout the 
tournament. The player may find themselves being particularly on edge when they first 
encounter Joker, the shadow organization that wants to acquire Arti. This will occur after 
the player claims victory in a match, so their feeling of accomplishment will be quickly 
overshadowed by the immediate threat. 
 

• When the player begins to play against characters they have met around the game world, 
there will be an increase in intensity as there will be banter and closer games and each 
main character will have a strong, individualized strategy. The intensity will rise and fall 
differently from the difficulty at this time, as the interactions between the player and 
characters between matches will become more relevant as the player progresses to play 
against these characters. 
 

• As the player nears the end of the game, Joker will attack them more and more, with 
increasing levels of units and frequency of attacks. This will build the intensity up to a 
final confrontation point. The player will win the tournament and become the champion, 
as the player feels like the intensity has reached its peak, when the main villain will reveal 
himself to be the player’s childhood friend, and the final battle will begin. This will be the 
peak of intensity for the player, and the player’s knowledge of the final battle will be 
dependent on their interactions and choices throughout the game. 

 
 
Emotions and sensations 
 

• If the player is engaging in the between combat activities, strong emotional responses 
will be developed between them and whoever they are interacting with. Dependent on 
the player, they may feel a strong bond to one or more of their team, or perhaps a 
particular NPC will gain their attention. 
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• Players may grow attached to the characters they interact with after battles. Maybe even 

sympathize with their back stories. The player also has the ability to become more 
attached to Arti as they can also interact with the AI after battles. 
 

• The player has the choice to immerse / invest their time in a specific character subplot 
line or to characters in general. If the player has no interest in the between battle 
interactions between characters and makes no emotional attachment to the characters, 
the emotional bond will be formed through their team.  
 

• Players will have an emotional attachment to their team that they have created, as well 
as the success and failure that will occur through combat. The player essentially can 
choose the area of the game that they will invest most of their time, and this will be 
reflected by what ending of the game they unlock upon completion. 

 
Dramatic and Narrative structure 
 
TBD 
 
Mission types 

• The player will predominantly have similar mission types, due to the tournament nature 
of the game. When the player approaches the later stages of the game, the goal of the 
player may change based on things they learn about the world between combat, or 
through the invasion of unknown enemies into their combat. 
 

New areas 
 

• Given the game is set within its own virtual reality world, the terrain, look and feel of the 
different battle grounds may differ drastically between battles, this will be increased by 
the player’s ability to alter terrain. Little to no new areas will be available outside of 
combat. 
 

7.1.6 Maps for pacing elements: TBD 
 
7.1.7 What is the player doing? 
 
Every 20 seconds 

• The player will likely be able to have a single turn in this time, at least in earlier stages of 
the game / combat. Between combat they may also converse with NPC’s and learn new 
information, or increase affinity with their team by spending time with them. 
 

Every 20 minutes 
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• Every 20 minutes the player will likely be able to complete a whole combat, or perhaps 
the first phase in late game combats. They would also be able to spend time getting to 
know NPC’s and learning vital information critical to the plot, as well as a wealth of other 
information, or further improve their relationship with their team. 

 
Every hour 

• Every hour the player will likely be able to play a few combats, as well as engaging with 
NPC’s and further developing their relationships. The player may also spend enough time 
with their team to further upgrade and customize them in order to form the players 
perceived perfect team. 

 
7.1.8 Economy 
 
The games economy can be split into a few core concepts that the player will be interacting with. 
The first economy is the in game currency, current working name is credits. This is used to buy 
units at the store, buy skin modification’s (aesthetics) and buying the upgrade item to allow units 
to specialize into a sub-class. 
 
The second economy of the game is experience points for the player avatar. The player’s avatar 
will level up when it has gained enough experience, increasing its base stats and the abilities and 
skills it has access to. In order for the player to gain experience they must engage in combat or 
interact with other characters between battles. 
 
The stats of each companion and the player avatar is in itself another economy of the game. The 
player will have to manage the stat balances of their teams and make changes accordingly if they 
wish to succeed at higher difficulties. 
 
The affinity of the player avatar with their companions is also an in game economy. The player 
will need to use their units in combat and/or spending time with their avatar between combats 
in order to raise affinity. 
 
Movement, abilities, attacks and stats used for ranged attack are also an economy of the game, 
and the player must spend these each turn as efficiently as they see fit in order to overcome 
obstacles. 
 
 
 
7.1.9 Feedback 
 
The player will receive feedback with every choice they make in the game. As the player makes 
decisions between battles, they will receive visual and auditory feedback from their interactions 
with the NPCs they choose to interact with (if any). As they progress through these subplots, the 
development of their character’s relationships with other characters will act as a feedback device 
to reinforce the player’s decisions in context to the story. This will reinforce most heavily 
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towards the end of the game, when the player may get an ally NPC in the final battle if they have 
developed the relationship with that character enough. 
 
When the player has raised their affinity with a unit to a level that is high enough for an upgrade, 
an SMS/email style sound will play to make the player aware of the new option available to 
them. A pop-up will appear on their HUD display when out of combat or in the preparation 
screen to a battle. The player will be shown that their monster is ready to be upgraded, and they 
will be shown the necessary item required to complete the action. 
 
Upon using the item on their monster, the character will enter a level up screen that will provide 
both visual and auditory feedback of a positive nature. The player will be given a sense of 
achievement through the leveling up of their monster, seeing the stats rise and learning about 
their monster’s new ability, tutorial structure is to be decided but a small animation of the ability 
would suffice, so the player can see they are now more badass than before. Karl likes games that 
torture his mind and soul, and should be reading all of this document even though it could take 
years. 
 
If the player wins a combat, they will receive feedback through a victory screen and audible 
ques. Positive, upbeat music will play with a typical victory sound, bright colors and appealing 
text will show the player that their skillful play has paid off. They will see what they receive from 
the battle in terms of affinity with their creatures, experience for their avatar and any monetary 
reward they receive for victory. 
 
If the player is defeated in combat, there will be slower, somber music and a darker defeat text 
with a typical defeat sound. The player will see the units they have lost (if permanent death is 
active) and will be given the option to either try again, or load a previous save if they wish to 
change something before re-entering combat. 
 
7.1.10 Feedback loops 
 
Feedback loops should be considered when designing the multiplayer option for this game. If the 
multiplayer does not have some mechanisms to ensure that players have a good chance of 
victory regardless of what occurs on the first turn, a player may feel as if not taking the first turn 
results in them losing the game, or that the loss of the first unit could decide the game. Given 
the strategic nature of the gameplay, the game will be hard to balance using feedback loops in a 
natural way, but several different ways to implement these loops can be addressed to see the 
viability of each method.  
Avatar Weakness 
 
This loop would adjust the strength of the player’s avatar as they perform exceedingly well. Since 
the game ends when a player’s avatar is defeated, it would allow a player that has lost more 
units than their opponent to come back through an avatar take down, if the player is skilled 
enough of has thought of an appropriate strategy and initiates it well. This would have to be 
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extensively tested to ensure a balance, to prevent good players from deliberately losing units to 
take advantage of this feature. 
 
Power Drops 
 
This loop would allow players that are losing units quickly to have a drop near their avatar that 
would give their avatar a bonus. This bonus could increase any of their stats or the potency of 
their abilities, and the strength of the power bonus would have to be tested to ensure that the 
player is not given a balance breaking advantage for losing units. This drop would also need to be 
placed close enough to the player that is behind that they have a prime opportunity to recover 
the power up, while allowing the player in front minimal, but a slight chance of interrupting the 
individuals access to the power up to keep their lead. 
 
Increased Critical Chance 
 
This loop would exponentially increase the chance for a critical strike as the player loses units / 
health / avatar health. It would most likely be appropriate on avatar health as this is the unit that 
determines victory or defeat. This would likely only kick in when the avatar unit hits a 
dangerously low level, as players that establish this as a rule could use this as an advantage 
against less experienced players. Vigorous testing would be required to ensure good players 
aren’t getting further ahead using this system. 
 
Random Terrain Changes 
 
This loop is the most natural of the loops, given the tournament / VR nature of the game itself. 
This would change the terrain around the players randomly, or semi-randomly, depending on the 
player statuses. This could allow a player that is being beaten badly to retreat into a more 
defensive position of terrain as it shifts to mountainous terrain for example, or force a player 
that is doing well to move up river in order to reach their opponent, leaving them vulnerable to 
counter attack.    
 
Neutral Creatures Attack! 
 
Similar to the graveyard environment having a chance to attack individuals that move across 
graves, halfway through a match neutral enemies would appear and attack both players, with 
the bulk of these enemies appearing around a player that is very far ahead. This would allow the 
losing player to retreat, regroup and think or a new strategy as there is a force between the two 
players that will stall the winning player from storming forward. 
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7.2 Controls 

 
7.2.1 PC 

Keyboard control for quick command, predominantly mouse controlled. VR headset compatible, 
mostly motion controls with option for additionally controller / mouse-keyboard setup. 
 
 
 
 
 
7.2.2 iPhone / Android (potentially) 

Touch 
 
 
7.2.3 Virtual reality (hopefully) 
 
Swipe controls, camera controls based on position and view of player, controller support if 
necessary. 
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8.0 Sound 

TBD (mix of sci-fi / fantasy themes) 
 
 

 8.1 Music 

Music will be similar to that of a game like Fire Emblem: Awakening and generic visual novels. 
The game will also have a mix of sci-fi, to give the feeling that the fantasy world the player is 
being immersed in is itself immersing their actual player character, whom themselves exists in a 
sci-fi setting while playing a fantasy based game.  
 
 

 8.2 SFX list 

- Text noise 
- Movement 
- Attack 
- Ranged Attack 
- Heal 
- Phase changes 
- Character expressions (possibly dialogue?) 
- Abilities 
- Monster cries 
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9.0 AI 

Difficulty setting would be nice to implements, but not essential. 
-Easy – Enemies will generally make poor tactical decisions, and rarely use hero abilities 
 
-Medium – Enemies will generally make offense decisions, with little defensive actions being 
taken to protect their avatar. Hero abilities used occasionally 
 
-Hard – Enemies will generally have a good balance of offensive and defensive decisions, hero 
abilities will be used often 
 
-Brutal – Enemies will have an optimum balance between offense and defense, and hero abilities 
will usually be used on cool down, unless it is strategic to hold the ability for later use. 
 
Hardcore mode – Yes/ No 
 
Hardcore mode: If the player loses a unit during combat, they will permanently lose the unit 
from their team. This places a focus on smart swaps during combat and ensuring that the more 
important units under the players control with higher levels of affinity are more important to 
preserve in order for the player to be able to progress, as a new team will be significantly weaker 
than one the player has trained with. 
 
 

 9.1 Team members 

Team members for the player will involve their choice of 4 active monsters and 2 monsters that 
are available to be switched out. These members will not have AI as they will be player 
controlled. 
 
However, in the final battle, and possibly throughout other sections of the game, the player may 
have an ally avatar that will help them in their battles. These allies will generally aid the player by 
protecting their avatar and their own above all else, with secondary behavior patterns 
dependent on the specific character that is being used.  
 
This will be determined by the player’s choices of their interactions, and they will be able to play 
the game without the aid of allies. 
 
9.1.1 Attack 

An AI character that is focusing on attack will rush their units towards the enemies’ avatar, 
attacking anything that comes into range. These players are likely to favor Artists and Vanguards 
as their unit of choice, and will (unless difficulty is set high) generally leave their avatar 
defenseless and open, leaving holes for the player to exploit while defending their own avatar. 
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9.1.2 Defense 

An AI character that is focusing on defense will generally hold their units back and wait for the 
enemy to approach their ranges. They will usually only send one or two units forward to attack, 
keeping the bulk of their forces back to defend their avatar. Their avatar will move back when 
approached over attacking with the unit itself. 
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